
Thank you for our time together. Different facets of the experience of 
samma (“right”) action were appreciated. Besides seeing how it does make 
things easier to dissolve and release, it was also clear that it also brings up 
how much of our time we are feeling the opposite: confused, unsettled, and 
so forth.  

Knowing that right action brings peace, happiness and harmony, it seems 
like we would not act against our own self interest by committing unskillful 
action. Yet we do, even though we see the unwelcome fruits of it over and 
over in our life. 

The dhammpada says:

We are what we think. 
All that we are arises with our thoughts. 
With our thoughts we make the world. 
Speak or act with an impure mind 
And trouble will follow you 
As the wheel follows the ox that draws the cart. 

We are what we think. 
All that we are arises with our thoughts. 
With our thoughts we make the world. 
Speak or act with a pure mind 
And happiness will follow you 
As your shadow, unshakable. 

There must be powerful forces within us that cause us to act against our 
own happiness. Much of it seems to be unconscious, we feel blindsided or 
overwhelmed by emotions that rise before we become aware that they are 
there.

This  is worth looking deeply at. Why do we do what we do?

An important premise: there is nothing wrong with you.
It’s so easy to think that we are deficient or bad in some way.   
There’s a deeply held meme in our culture that we need to have the fear of 
God in us to act morally. I’m always surprised by the sentiment  that if 



someone is an atheist, they are not a moral person. The assumption 
underlying this is that we are not good at heart, and need the fear of a 
greater power to keep our lower instincts in check.

This is not a premise of the path of insight. Indeed, when we meditate 
and come to the center of our being, what is present is peaceful, in 
harmony, wise and compassionate. This path is an uncovering of the layers 
of conditioning and fear that separate us from our inner essential 
innocence. The path works more like how turning on a light dispels 
darkness.

We’re not going to assume that we do unskillful things because we are evil 
in some way. Rather, knowing that we have buddha nature and innocence 
at our core, as rational beings we assume powerful, perhaps unseen, 
forces are at work, and we can find them and uproot them. This is good 
news. If it were not possible to live in the flow of samma, the Buddha would 
not have laid out the Noble Path. First, we need to see what is acting on us 
when we are out of the flow and feel cut off from our good. We trust in 
vipassana (deeper, clearer seeing), that as these forces are seen more 
clearly, awareness itself will move us into samma.

 (A note about samma, the pali word that is translated into “right”. Looking 
at the list we had compiled with right action in our last class, it’s a pretty 
good definition of what samma means.)

 In class, we made a list of conditions that can lead to unskillful action. 
There were four basic categories:
 The three afflictions (ill will, greed and ignorance) and fear. 
Here’s what we came up with.

 ILL WILL
anger
feeling unappreciated
resentment
irritation
unwilling to accept
judgemental
bored



getting even
jealousy
self pity

GREED
selfish - looking out for what’s mine
I am at the center of the world and my needs are more important that other 
people’s needs
fear of not enough

IGNORANCE
unworthiness
insecurity
tired
defensive
vulnerable
needy
needing to protect a self image or self concept
having fixed views and opinions
confused
shamed
guilty
following habitual responses
feeling separate and cut off
believing things to be true that aren’t
attachment

FEAR
anxiety
need to control
just afraid in general
________________

HOMEWORK: 

We have been noticing the moments where we feel the qualities of right 
action. Now we turn our attention to seeing what is pulling at us when we 
are feeling the outflow of unskillful action.



This takes some grit to do, as we are afraid that we will find ourselves 
broken, or doomed and helpless to suffer. Our work with seeing samma 
won’t disappear, however, See for yourself. 
My experience is that once the flashlight is turned on seeing the causes of 
suffering from unskillful action, there is a joy and a relief in it. When seen, 
unconscious forces become smaller and manageable.

The qualities to do this are kindness and compassion for ourselves and 
others, curiosity, courage and gratitude.

THE WORK

Over the next two weeks, when you find yourself in conditions where the 
impulse to unskillful action arises, or when you find you have just said or 
done something that leaves that sticky taste taste of karmic residue or 
regret:

1) Notice that it is present.

2)  Reflect  on what affliction or fear was the proximal cause. Use the list for 
guidance. Not to fix! Just notice what noticing itself does.

3)  Journal. Keep a notebook where you do your meditation practice, and 
take a few minutes of your practice time to reflect and jot down some notes.

4) Come to class prepared to share what you noticed.

For example, yesterday my sister called, upset about something that had 
happened to our mother, looking to me for a solution. I noticed that there 
was something in me that was attached to being the competent and all-
wise big sister, the one that could be counted on. Protecting that self image 
made persuading her that I knew what was right a subtle kind of suffering, 
an internal pressure that I ‘was supposed to’ know what to do. 


